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Abstract. We report a high-speed, dispersion-encoded, full-range
�DEFR� swept-source optical coherence tomography system for in
vivo ocular imaging and biometry of small animals. The fast DEFR
algorithm removes the depth ambiguity, gives access to objects lo-
cated at the zero delay position, and doubles the sampling depth to
2�5.0 mm �at −101 to −71 dB sensitivity� in a single scan using
2048 samples/depth scan 0.43 nm line width of a light source oper-
ating at 1056 nm with 70 nm tuning range. The acquisition speed
�frames of 512 depth scans in 18.3 ms� permits precise on-line moni-
toring during positioning and provides cross-sectional views of the
mouse eye. Preliminary studies demonstrate high-throughput, repro-
ducible assessment of multiple biometric features �e.g., day-to-day
reproducibility of axial length measurement ±5.3 �m� that is insen-
sitive to eye motion sufficient for long-term monitoring. © 2010 Society of
Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers. �DOI: 10.1117/1.3463480�

Keywords: medical imaging; tomography; coherent optics; interferometers;
dispersion; infrared imaging.
Paper 10133R received Mar. 17, 2010; revised manuscript received May 14, 2010;
accepted for publication May 17, 2010; published online Jul. 20, 2010.
Introduction

requency domain optical coherence tomography �FD-OCT�
as emerged as a promising modality for morphological
maging.1 Nevertheless, standard FD-OCT systems suffer
rom a limited useful depth range on top of their limit on
enetration depth in scattering media, first because only half
f the potential depth range can be used due to the presence of
omplex conjugate artifacts, and second because there is a
ontinuous fall-off in sensitivity with distance from the zero

ddressed correspondence to Boris Povazay, Medical University of Vienna,
enter for Medical Physics and Biomedical Engineering, General Hospital Vi-
nna, 4L, Waehringer Guertel 18-20, A-1090 Vienna, Austria. Tel: 43-1-40400-
988; Fax: 43-1-40400-3988; E-mail: boris.povazay@meduniwien.ac.at
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delay.2 The limiting factor for the depth range is the coherence
length of the individual spectral measurements, defined either
by the optics and pixel count of the spectrometer or by the
instantaneous linewidth of a tunable laser. For the deeper pen-
etration wavelength range of 1060 nm, tunable lasers cur-
rently permit a longer scan range.3 Therefore, only specialized
sources can satisfy the demand at higher complexity and cost,
while reducing the scanning speed,4 due to the significant mis-
match between the signals obtained from the anterior and pos-
terior structures of the eye, depending on which is positioned
closer to the zero delay. Dispersion-encoded full range
�DEFR� was introduced as a method of doubling the depth

1083-3668/2010/15�4�/046004/6/$25.00 © 2010 SPIE
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ange of spectrometer-based FD-OCT by numerically remov-
ng the complex conjugate mirror term using the asymmetry
f the spectral phase caused by dispersion imbalance,2,5 rather
han splitting the detection pathway6 or adding multiple chan-
els. Implementation of this algorithm to tunable light sources
as the potential to keep the complexity of the system low and
elps to reduce costs by doubling the measurement range in
ndependent depth scans without additional detection compo-
ents. However, the low phase stability due to the sequential
pectral detection might influence the phase-sensitive DEFR
lgorithm.

.1 Measurement of Intraocular Distances in Genetic
Studies

he mouse is an important model for studies of the mamma-
ian visual system because of the tremendous range of murine
enetic and genomic resources available.7,8 Methods to reli-
bly quantify the size and shape of the eye or its component
arts at high precision and reproducibility are of particular
nterest to researchers studying ocular development and its
elationship to eye conditions such as myopia and glaucoma.
istorically, techniques such as histological sectioning have
een the mainstay for studies of ocular component dimensions
n the mouse.9 However, because each of the histological tis-
ue preparation steps of fixation, embedding, and sectioning
an lead to shrinkage, swelling, or deformation of the eye and
s incompatible with longitudinal studies in the subject per se,
here has been intense research interest in finding less inva-
ive alternative techniques that preferably do not irreversibly
lter the morphology.10 Of these, ultrasonography,11 magnetic
esonance imaging �MRI�,12 video imaging,13 and laser
icrometry14 have all proven valuable methods for the in vivo

xamination of mouse eyes, although each technique has its
wn relative advantages and disadvantages. For example,
RI can provide 2-D cross-sectional scans through the mouse

ye at 23.4 �m resolution, but the scans take several minutes
o perform.12 Ultrasonography11 suffers from limited reso-
ution �40 to 60 �m�, while video imaging and laser microm-
try need to be performed ex vivo rather than in vivo.

.2 Optical Measurements of the Eye Length of Small
Rodents

n 2004, an improved device based on optical low-coherence
nterferometry �OLCI� of the intraocular distances along the
ptical axis was reported for in vivo biometry of the mouse
ye: the ACMaster �Carl Zeiss Meditec, Germany�, a time-
omain low-coherence interferometer that performs one depth
can at �8 �m precision in 0.3 s �Ref. 15�. However, be-
ause the reflection from the posterior lens surface was infre-
uently detected, measurement of lens thickness �LT� and vit-
eous chamber depth �VCD� with this instrument were
btained from only a proportion of the animals phenotyped,
nd it did not allow for precise angular alignment. Further-
ore, changes of the different surface positions within an in-

ividual measurement caused by the high breathing rate and
ulsation with an amplitude in the range of multiple tens of
icrometers could not be evaluated by the technology due to

he sequential scanning utilized by time-domain white-light
nterferometry. All of these factors severely deteriorated effec-
ive precision, repeatability, and day-to-day reproducibility.
ournal of Biomedical Optics 046004-
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Zhou et al.16 developed a purpose-designed instrument that
improved on the ACMaster by combining time-domain opti-
cal coherence tomography �TD-OCT� with a stepper-motor
system in order to produce planar “optical sections” �B-scans�
through the entire mouse eye. This approach has high poten-
tial to overcome the issue of corneal irregularities frequently
found in these small rodents, which can heavily offset results
when only a specific depth scan is selected. However, the
device suffered from a modest signal-to-noise ratio �SNR� and
a slow acquisition speed ��1.3 frames /min�.

Here, we demonstrate for the first time successful applica-
tion of DEFR to swept-source OCT �SS-OCT�, despite the
significantly lower phase stability of tunable lasers compared
to spectrometer based systems, thereby circumventing the
need for multiple high-resolution detection channels, and re-
port an instrument that is capable of imaging longitudinal
cross sections of the mouse eye with a speed of 28,000 depth-
scans/s for high throughput, reproducible in vivo ocular biom-
etry at high axial resolution and precision.

2 Materials and Methods
2.1 Tunable Light Source, Low-Coherence

Interferometer, and OCT System
Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of the OCT system. The
light source was a wavelength-tunable laser �HSL-1000, San-
tec, Japan� with a center wavelength of 1056 nm and mono-
directional scanning range of �70 nm �flat-top shaped� oper-
ating at a speed of 28 kHz with 8.2 mW output power. The
weaker output of a 5 /95 coupler was sent to a free-space
Michelson interferometer to generate a phase-modulated sig-
nal for dynamically calibrating the spectrum. 80% of the
stronger output propagated through a fiber-optic Mach-
Zehnder interferometer with a sample arm comprising a cir-
culator, a collimator, a galvonometer mirror pair for crosshair-
type scanning �Thorlabs; Fig. 1�b��, and a telecentric objective
�f =53.99 mm� to image the anterior segment with the pivot
point at the retina and focus slightly anterior of the lens center
�Fig. 1�c�� with �1.7 mW, which conforms to the ANSI eye-
safety criterion for human subjects.17 In the reference arm, a
50 /50 coupler was used instead of a circulator to retrieve the

Fig. 1 �a� Schematic diagram of swept-source OCT system. TL, tun-
able laser; FSMI, free-space Michelson interferometer; PD, photode-
tector; BR, balanced receiver; Cr, circulator; C1, 5/95 coupler; C2,
20/80 coupler; C3, C4, 50/50 coupler; Col, collimator; M, mirror; S,
sample; GM, galvo mirror; TO, telecentric objective; SCC, signal con-
ditioning chip; PC, polarization control paddle. �b� Cross scanning
pattern, and �c� optical path of the probe beam in the eye.
July/August 2010 � Vol. 15�4�2
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ight, which was collimated and thereafter reflected by a mir-
or. Light returning from the sample and reference arms were
ombined by a 50 /50 coupler and generated interference
pectral signals S�t�, which were detected by an 80 MHz In-
aAs balanced receiver �1817-FC, Newfocus, Santa Clara,
alifornia�. The output voltage was processed by a signal
onditioning chip �LT6600-20, Linear Technology, Milpitas,
alifornia� comprising a fully differential amplifier and a low-
ass filter with 20 MHz cut-off frequency. Polarization dis-
ersion was adjusted for maximal fringe visibility by polar-
zation control paddles. The optical path asymmetry of the
ample and reference arm resulted in considerable dispersion
ismatch. We measured �18 dB dispersion diversity �ratio

f maximum conjugate signal to maximum signal peak5�. The
hase signal and the interference spectral signals for imaging
ere digitized synchronically by a 16-bit AD conversion
oard �ATS 660, AlazarTech, Pointe-Claire, QC, Canada� with
he internal sampling clock set to 100 MHz and 2048 samples
n depth. Both data acquisition and real-time preview were
erformed with a custom LabView program.

.2 Full-Range Extraction by Dispersion Encoding

ur off-line post-processing first mapped the sampling clock
rom time space to nonlinear k-space via Hilbert transforma-
ion of the phase signal. Thereafter, the synchronous spectral
ignals were up-sampled ��2� and rescaled into linear
-space by interpolation, followed by background subtraction
nd spectrum reshaping. The resampling function also de-
cribes the nonlinearity of the depth measurement and was
btained utilizing a translation stage in a free-space interfer-
meter configuration using 21 equally spaced depth positions
cross the full depth range with �0.5 �m positioning accu-
acy. A final full-range OCT image was generated by the fast
EFR algorithm5 with 20 iterations. Off-line post-processing

ook �13 s for a tomogram with 512�4096 pixels �HP
w4600 Workstation, Intel 3.16 GHz dual-core processor,
GB RAM�. The measured sensitivity of the instrument was
101 dB at the zero delay position, measured by a −28.5 dB
eutral density filter keeping the focal plane with a sensitivity
all-off to −83 dB at �3.0 mm and −71 dB at �5.0 mm
central 10.0 mm� of the depth range. The measured axial
esolution within �4.0-mm depth was �17.6 �m in air. The
ransversal resolution and the depth of field of the telecentric
bjective were 35 �m and 2.3 mm, respectively, which was
chieved in the focal plane, typically positioned at the anterior
ens surface. At the cornea, the beam size was estimated to
ave a diameter of approximately 50 �m. The center of the
eak can be detected by the same fitting method used for the
iological samples �described later�, with an axial precision of
1.31 �m /pixel, without the need for higher up-sampling.

ests with a phantom �polished glass plate with parallel sur-
aces of 5.945 mm thickness and a group refractive index of
.51872, originating from a Zeiss ACMaster� resulted in a
eproducibility of the thickness measurement of �1.10 �m
fter successive mis- and realignment of the sample. This
lass plate was employed as a standard with fixed optical path
ength for system calibration before experimental measure-

ent.
ournal of Biomedical Optics 046004-
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2.3 Positioning of Subjects
All experimental procedures involving animals complied with
UK Home Office regulations. Female mice from a pigmented
strain �C57BL/6� and an albino strain �MF1� at age of
8 weeks were obtained from Harlan Ltd �Oxon, UK�. Mice
were anesthetized and positioned on a custom-designed stage
that allowed the eye to be centered using a five-axis position-
ing system. Fine alignment of the eye was achieved by exam-
ining simultaneous, real-time cross sections �frames� of 512
depth-scans �A-lines� through the eye in the horizontal �H�
and vertical �V� meridians. A fast single-iteration DEFR was
implemented for the real-time preview in �0.5 s per 512
�2048 pixel tomogram. Once the eye was centered, an alter-
nating series of 50 H-meridian and 50 V-meridian scans were
recorded. Optically, the telecentric scan was affected by the
cornea and lens, which resulted in image magnification for the
deeper eye structures in the H and V axes, permitting visual-
ization of the whole cornea and the bulk of the lens, in refer-
ence to a central point located approximately on the retina
�hence, the retina appeared without curvature; Fig. 2�.

Fig. 2 �a� to �d� Cross section in the horizontal meridian of the right
eye of an 8-week-old MF1 mouse. Image size: 4.21�8.11 mm �512
�800 pixels�. Images were generated with �a� iFFT �arrows indicate
conjugate artifacts�; �b� 1 iteration of DEFR; and �c� 20 iterations of
DEFR. �d� Averaged image from a series of 50 images as �c� �arrow
indicates residual conjugate artifacts�. �e� AL is defined as the distance
from the corneal apex to the RPE. The curves denoting the ACS and
RPE were fitted using a four-order polynomial function �white/black
lines�. �f� The normalized intensity of images reconstructed with
�dark� and without �bright shade, amplified in respect to DEFR signal�
DEFR along the axial direction through the corneal apex plotted on a
logarithmic scale. ACS: anterior cornea surface; PCS: posterior cornea
surface; ALS: anterior lens surface; PLS: posterior lens surface; ILM:
internal limiting membrane; RPE: retina pigment epithelium.
July/August 2010 � Vol. 15�4�3
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Results
.1 Imaging of the Mouse Eye
plane scan in the horizontal meridian of an albino �MF1�

ouse right eye is shown in Fig. 2, with the zero delay �de-
oted by a dashed line in Fig. 2�a�� located in the eye lens.
he intensity of the image is scaled by a logarithmic gray
cale. The high light transmission through the iris of albino
ice provided wide-field views of the crystalline lens,
hereas the iris blocked light transmission in the pigmented
ice, giving a narrower view despite the lower influence of

cattering at 1050 nm. Figure 2�a� shows an image directly
econstructed from dispersion-compensated spectra via in-
erse fast Fourier transform �iFFT�. Dispersion compensation
as achieved numerically by multiplying the spectra with a
avelength-dependent phase term.18 Although the entire

ength of the eye is visualized, the image is compromised by
he presence of “double-dispersed” conjugate components �in-
icated by arrows�. Most noticeably, the posterior lens surface
s covered by the conjugate artifact of the cornea. Figure 2�b�
hows the image generated by fast DEFR after a single itera-
ion, as used for real-time previews. Such images proved suf-
cient for precise alignment of the imaging system along the
ptical axis of the mouse eye. The image produced after 20
terations of the DEFR algorithm is shown in Fig. 2�c�. Com-
lex conjugate artifacts were suppressed by �30 dB, without
educing sensitivity and axial resolution. In this figure, the
uppression of conjugate artifacts extends over the entire
-axis range, providing clear views of the cornea, lens, and
etina. For Fig. 2�d�, the image was further enhanced by av-
raging a series of 2�50 frames acquired in less than 2 s.
rior to the averaging operation, the image series was digi-

ally registered with a resolution of 1 /20 pixel to eliminate
otion artifacts during data acquisition.19 The arrow in Fig.

�d� indicates residual conjugate artifacts arising from the
kin, which scatters light strongly. Further suppression of this
rtifact might be obtained with greater dispersion diversity in
he OCT system.5

Table 1 Reproducibility of axial biometry meas
pigmented mouse eyes, given in �m�. Refractiv
measurement precision when comparing vertica
and realignment: rre-al; and day-to-day reproducib
of the intraocular distances, or calculated using

n

Cornea 1.4015

Anterior chamber 1.3336

Lens 1.5920

Vitreous chamber 1.3329

Retina 1.3510

Vitreous chamber and retina —

Axial length �sum� —

Axial length �group� 1.4330
ournal of Biomedical Optics 046004-
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3.2 Surface Detection and Extraction of Intraocular
Distances

The high contrast of the resulting images enabled efficient
automated feature segmentation employing a Canny edge de-
tector at the surfaces of the cornea and the vitreoretinal inter-
face, and a peak detector at the surfaces of the lens and the
retinal pigment epithelium �RPE� layer. A value of 7.5 �m
was used to compensate the position shift induced by edge
detection compared to peak detection �based on average mea-
surements in phantoms�. Boundaries were fitted using a
fourth-order polynomial. An advantage of the curve-fitting
method is its robustness against local noise, surface irregulari-
ties, or artifacts �e.g., specular reflection at the corneal apex�
with the ability to achieve subresolution precision. The axial
length �AL� of eye was defined as the distance in the axial
direction from the fitted anterior corneal surface �ACS� to the
fitted RPE layer �curves in Fig. 2�e��, along the x-axis position
defined by the corneal apex �vertical line in Fig. 2�e��. The
signal intensity along the z-axis �depth� direction through the
corneal apex is shown in Fig. 2�f�, in which peaks correspond-
ing to the boundaries are recognizable but blurred in the origi-
nal image �bright-shaded curve� and clearly reconstructed by
DEFR �dark region�. DEFR not only rejects the unwanted
conjugate artifacts but also utilizes this signal, thereby in-
creasing the signal to noise. Axial intraocular distances were
calculated using the refractive indices listed in Table 1.20

Image registration identified a cyclic axial shift of the eye
with time �Fig. 3�a��, which would heavily offset any slow
axial measurement—as would occur for all previously de-
scribed noninvasive mouse ocular biometry instruments—by
up to 40 �m. The frequency of the cyclic axial shift was
approximately 2.5 Hz, which corresponds closely to the res-
piration rate of mice �typically, 2.7 Hz�. Identification of this
up to 40 �m oscillation with the animal under general anes-
thesia demonstrates the potential of high-speed imaging for in
vivo biometry in mice.

ts �mean and standard deviations for a set of 10
x of tissue: n; average thickness of tissue: davg ;
orizontal scans: pH-V; reproducibility after mis-
2d. Axial length was calculated as either the sum
refractive index for the whole eye �Ref. 15�.

davg pH-V rre-al rd2d

3.0±4.6 ±2.9 ±2.3 ±5.3

3.3±7.4 ±3.8 ±3.7 ±8.7

3.4±15.5 ±4.7 ±3.9 ±2.0

.3±14.8 ±2.6 ±3.4 ±13.7

.2±13.7 ±2.8 ±4.8 ±9.4

8.5±8.2 ±3.0 ±5.6 ±6.0

8.2±21.6 ±3.0 ±6.2 ±5.0

8.5±22.8 ±3.4 ±5.9 ±5.3
uremen
e inde
l and h
ility: rd

a group

11

41

178

643

205

84

315

326
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Discussion
sample of mice from any specific strain will typically have

xial lengths within a range of �50 �m. Therefore, for lon-
itudinal studies and for genetics/genomics research in mice,
he level of day-to-day reproducibility of ocular biometry

easurements needs to be of the order of 10 �m or less.15,21

ay-to-day reproducibility is affected by both the precision
nd long-term stability of the biometry system and by the
eliability with which eyes can be repositioned for measure-
ent. To evaluate the repeatability of our system, preliminary

xperiments were conducted on a sample of 10 pigmented
ice �these mice being chosen in preference to albinos, since

he restricted view of the crystalline lens made the eye align-
ent and image segmentation more challenging than in albino
ice�. Eyes were measured on two consecutive days. On each

ay, the eyes were measured twice within a three-minute in-
erval, and the AL calculated as the mean value from the four
vailable measurements �2�H, 2�V�, as shown in Table 1.
he reproducibility of the two H-scans versus the two V-scans
as found to be 3.0 �m �approximately threefold greater than

he test–retest reproducibility for the glass phantom�. The
ost likely sources of error for the H-versus V-scan compari-

on are from curve-fitting, due to surface irregularities, or
rom asymmetric alignment of the eye. AL measurements
ere also highly reproducible from day to day �Fig. 3�b��,

howing a Pearson correlation coefficient of 0.998 �p
0.001� and a mean difference of 3.06�7.84 �m

mean�standard deviation�. There was a highly significant
ifference in AL between the two strains �pigmented strain
57BL/6 AL=3.16�0.02 mm, albino strain MF1 AL
3.41�0.02 mm, P�0.001 t-test�. Similar differences in
L have been previously noted between mouse strains21 and
ave been attributed to genetic differences that influence eye
evelopment. The AL measured here for C57BL/6 mice
3.16 mm� agrees well with the value calculated using the

ig. 3 �a� Cyclic image shift in the axial �depth� direction correspond-
ng to the subject’s breathing. �b� Difference versus mean plot of
ouse AL measured on two consecutive days for 10 pigmented �solid

ircles� and 5 albino �open circles� mouse eyes. The dashed lines
ndicate the 95% limits of agreement.
ournal of Biomedical Optics 046004-
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regression equation of Schmucker and Schaeffel20

�2.899 mm+4.4 �m /day�56 days=3.15 mm�, which they
developed by estimating AL using an independent
technique—measurements from frozen sections—in C57BL/6
mice at a range of ages. Translating the developments made
here into a device capable of 2-D or 3-D biometry in human
eyes �AL �24 mm compared to �3 mm in mouse� would
require a swept-source laser with both long coherence length
�narrow instantaneous line width� and high speed. Continued
advances in the performance of tunable lasers should make
this feasible in the future.

5 Conclusions
In conclusion, we have demonstrated a high-speed frequency
domain OCT instrument for in vivo imaging of the mouse eye
and a method for simultaneous high-accuracy biometry of all
axial intraocular distances. This instrument is able to utilize
the full unrestricted depth range without a compromise in
hardware cost and phase stability by virtue of the DEFR al-
gorithm. It has excellent �m-scale repeatability and reproduc-
ibility, avoids offsets induced by breathing or pulsation, and
displays high robustness to eye motion for ocular biometry in
the eyes of anesthetized mice. This approach might make
fixation and the use of anesthetics expendable at even higher
frame rates or by utilizing more complex image correction
algorithms that dynamically adjust for motion and distortions
that occur during the recording of the frame sequence. Be-
sides application for different small animal eyes, in this par-
ticular application, DEFR technology has great potential to
double the depth range and improve image quality at low cost
in the majority of OCT systems.
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